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C vi Lyman line profiles from 10-ps KrF-laser-produced plasmas
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Plasmas with densities 10 cm and electron temperatures T, ~ 200 eV were produced near
solid graphite targets that were laser irradiated at approximately 10 W/cm, with a 10 W/cm
prepulse from amplified spontaneous emission. Photographic spectra taken nearly side-on within
0.1 mm from the target surface show strong H-like lines corresponding to n = 2, 3, and 4 to n = 1

transitions and weaker He-like lines with full width at half maximum widths 4 eV. The Lyman-
o. line is optically thick. A five-layer model with high-electron-density and electron-temperature
core layers and less dense and cooler outer layers was used for simulation. Central layers with
high T contribute most of the emission while outside cooler layers cause an absorption dip in the
central part of the Lyman-o. line. Asymmetrical self-reversal is interpreted by radial expansion.
A plasma-induced line shift was evident in some of the experimental line profiles, especially for
the asymmetrical and strongly shifted Lyman-p line of CVI ions. Time-dependent rate equations
were solved for checking the assumed local-thermodynamic-equilibrium condition for plasmas with
adiabatic expansion cooling.

PACS number(s): 52.25.Nr, 32.70.3z, 52.70.La

I. INTB.GDU CTIGN

Plasma spectroscopy remains a very useful tool in the
determination of densities in laser-produced plasmas, es-
pecially for supradense plasmas related to inertial con-
Gnement fusion and soft-x-ray laser research, where other
diagnostics fail [1]. The usual method is to fit calculated
line profiles to experimental results. Spectroscopic exper-
iments are therefore needed to check and. optimize current
theoretical and computational models.

Further, line broadening prediction plays a significant
role in calculating the gain coefBcients of some soft-x-
ray laser transitions, where correct modeling can define
promising transitions [2—4]. In return, soft-x-ray lasers
can be used to diagnose very dense plasmas [5—7], where
visible and uv lasers fail due to their wavelengths being
longer than the critical value for absorption A„,as deter-
mined by the plasma frequency [2].

Soft-x-ray laser research and potential applications
were surveyed by Elton in 1990 [2]. Much progress has
been made over the past 20 years in searching for new
soft-x-ray transitions, excitation schemes, and theoretical
models. Collisionally excited soft-x-ray lasing has been
demonstrated by using very large laser pumping facilities
[8]. Also, highly ionized recombining plasmas have the
demonstrated potential for developing soft-x-ray lasers
requiring a lower driving energy [9—ll]. An alternative
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approach for achieving compact soft-x-ray lasers employs
fast recombination following optical-Geld ionization of a
relatively cold plasma [12—14].

Laser-produced dense plasma and soft-x-ray laser re-
search has been greatly facilitated by the recent dramatic
advances in picosecond and subpicosecond laser technol-
ogy [15]. Picosecond and subpicosecond table-top lasers
[16—18] generate pulses with shorter duration and higher
peak power density than were available &om the large
lasers in the early 1980s. Focusing such intense short
laser pulses onto a solid target produces plasmas with an
electron density near solid density. For a subpicosecond
laser pulse, the energy coupling is very ineKcient due to
the high reflectivity &om the mirrorlike hot plasma sur-
face. The peak reflectivity is approximately greater than
90%%uc, even though recent work has shown that a higher
coupling eKciency is achievable by using a grating struc-
ture or porous surface [19]. However, for a picosecond
laser pulse of the type used here, the energy is coupled
to the plasma during the plasma expansion phase. The
gradient in electron density aids energy absorption, and
a high-electron-temperature plasma can be produced. To
couple the laser to higher-density plasmas, a short wave-
length laser is required, due to the strong reflection &om
the critical density surface. About 50'%%up absorption can
be achieved for 12-ps uv pulses with a peak power den-
sity of 10 s W/cm [20], although this may depend on
prepulse and other details.

There have been several spectroscopic studies on
laser-produced plasmas in this laboratory using longer,
nanosecond, laser pulses [21—24]. Since the laser energy
was coupled to the plasma after the expansion, only rel-
atively low density (approximately 102o cm ) plasmas
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were formed due to the low peak power d.ensity and long
laser wavelength (e.g. , 694 nm) [21]. Also, the pulse du-
ration of 20 ns was too long for studying the recombin-
ing plasma. Our present 10-ps KrF laser is optimally
suited for spectroscopic study of the high-density recom-
bining plasmas due to its higher peak power density of
10 W/cm, high-energy coupling efficiency due to the
short-pulse duration and short wavelength of 248.6 nm,
in addition to its low construction and operation costs.

In this paper we report on an experimental study of
C vr Lyman-line pro6les &om plasmas produced by 10-
ps KrF laser pulses. Time-integrated. soft-x-ray spectra,
which were spatially and spectrally resolved, were ob-
tained. To interpret the results, a 6ve-layer, cylindri-
cally symmetric model was used to simulate the line pro-
6les and shifts in the inhomogeneous, transient plasma.
The central high-electron-density and high-temperature
layers contributed most of the broadened line emission,
while the outer cooler layers caused a self-absorption dip
in the Lyman-a line. A plasma shift was included to im-
prove fitting of the experimental line pro6les, especially
for the asymmetrical and shifted Lyman-p line. This
model depends on near —local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE) conditions, which was verified by solving coupled
atomic physics rate equations numerically.

Section II brieQy describes the experimental setup,
which consists of three excimer lasers and a dye laser
system, a soft-x-ray pinhole camera, a soft-x-ray grazing-
incidence spectrograph, as well as collecting optics and
detectors. Section III is divided into three subsections.
Section IIIA presents the results of the space-resolved
soft-x-ray spectroscopy. Section IIIB presents the inves-
tigation of the C vI Lyman-line pro6les, which includes
brief descriptions of the Stark-broadened line shape and
plasma polarization shift calculations, a detailed de-
scription of the multilayer model, numerical simulations,
and comparisons with observed line profiles. Section
III C is dedicated to the study of the validity of LTE for
multilayer modeling, which includes the time-dependent
atomic physics rate equations, discussions of plasma cool-
ing, and numerical simulations.

II. EXPERIMENT

A detailed description of this 10-ps KrF discharge laser
system is given elsewhere [25]. The output &om a XeC1
excimer laser with an energy of 20 mJ and a duration
of 20 ns was used to pump a 10-ps dye laser system. A
simple quenched dye laser and a holographic distributed
feedback dye laser were used to generate 10-ps pulses at
497.2 nm. After frequency doubling in a P-BaB204 crys-
tal, the weak seed pulse was amplified by the first KrF
ampli6er to an energy of 20 mJ. A vacuum spatial 61-
ter was used to reject most of the amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) &om this amplifier. The second KrF am-
plifier gave a 6nal energy output of approximately 100 mJ
with a duration less than 10 ps.

The ASE &om the second KrF amplifier could gener-
ate low-temperature and low-ionization-stage (up to C +

ions) plasmas with relatively low electron density. How-
ever, only a small portion of the total 1—2-ns ASE, pre-
ceding the 10-ps pulse, called the prepulse, affects the
plasma generation. Nain et al. [26] made detailed studies
of the effect of the prepulse on plasma generation and
found that a reduction of the prepulse energy resulted in
a higher-temperature plasma. From our measurements,
the total energy of ASE was less than 25% of the energy
in a 10-ps pulse for a &esh laser gas mixture and less than
5%%up for an old mixture. After considering the larger fo-
cal spot (approximately greater than 130 pm, instead of
approxixnately less than 30 pm for the 10-ps pulse being
discussed below) of ASE, the power density ratio of the
10-ps short pulse to ASE was greater than 10 and the
efFective prepulse consisted of less than 5%%uo of the total
energy of ASE, or about 1% of the main pulse energy.

The peak power density of a focused laser beam is an
important parameter for generating highly ionized plas-
mas. It determines the contributions &om direct optical-
field and electron-collisional ionizations. Three quanti-
ties are needed in calculating this peak power density,
the pulse energy, the pulse duration, and the spot size
of the focused laser beam. The energy of a short laser
pulse is easily measured by an energy meter and the pulse
duration by a commercial streak camera. The spot size
could not be determined. by simply imaging the visible
emissions &om the focused laser beam because this size
was much larger than the actual spot size of the soft-
x-ray emission. Hence a soft-x-ray, 25-pm-diam pinhole
camera was built and used for the measurement of the
spot size of the focused laser beam.

For emissions at a short wavelength of approximately
40 A. , the difFraction efFect of the 25-pm-diam pinhole is
still very significant. Such a pinhole allows a few Fresnel
half-wave &onts to pass through. Hence we used Fres-
nel diffraction theory to calculate the pinhole diffraction
profile of the soft-x-ray emissions. Comparing with the
numerical results, we concluded that the spot size of the
focused laser beam is less than 30 p,m with a lens of 30
cm focal length, which is consistent with the optical mea-
surement of the beam divergence of less than 4 x 10
rad, but provides only an upper limit.

For spectroscopic diagnostics of the 10-ps KrF laser-
produced plasmas, we employed a McPherson Model 247,
2.217-m high spectral resolution grazing-incidence soft-
x-ray spectrograph, with a gold-coated grazing-incidence
focusing mirror located approximately 30 cm &om its
entrance slit, as shown iv Fig. 1. This collecting mirror
with a demagni6cation close to 1.5:1 increased the spec-
trograph's collection solid angle without sacri6cing its
spatial resolution. With an entrance slit size of 10 pm,
this setup had a spatial resolution at the plasma of better
than 30 pm. For a 2400 lines/mm gold-coated grating,
a spectral resolution of better than 50 mA was achieved.
A solid graphite cylindrical target of 1 in. d.iameter, po-
sitioned by two collars separated by two inches for a pre-
cision of 12 pm, was driven by a stepper motor. A &esh
surface was provided for each laser shot. The laser beam
was focused by a 30-cm-focal-length fused-silica lens to a
peak power of approximately 10 W/cm2.

Although the optimized grazing-incidence angle for re-
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FIG. l. Experiznental setup for soft-x-ray
spectroscopy with a 2.2-m grazing-incidence
spectrograph.

2.2-m Grazing-Incidence Spectrograph

flection eFiciency was 88, we found that it was very dif-
ficult to align this spectrograph to view the tiny plasma
produced by our 10-ps KrF laser pulse. We therefore re-
configured the spectrograph to a grazing-incidence angle
of 86 allowing us to install an exit slit and to monitor
the soft-x-ray emission of zeroth-order difFraction. For
alignment with the target, we first used a He-Ne laser
to backlight the grating, the focused laser light passing
through the entrance slit of the spectrograph. The emer-
gent light then was refocused onto the target surface by
the grazing-incidence collecting mirror. The system was
then aligned approximately, but still far from the exact
position of the plasma compared to the plasma size, due
to the difFraction limit of visible light. Next we mounted
a photomultiplier on the scanning exit slit, along with
2000 A. of aluminum filtering to reject low photon energy
radiation. We then optimized the alignment by maximiz-
ing the signal &om the soft-x-ray radiation at the zeroth
order of the spectrograph.

The 2.2-m grazing-incidence spectrograph was placed
on a table with its two &ont legs on a translation stage.
The position of the spectrograph was indicated by a mi-
crometer with respect to the target chamber. The mi-
crometer had a precision of better than 10 pm. Spatially
resolved spectra were obtained by moving the spectro-
graph to look at difFerent parts of the plasma. The time-
integrated spectra were recorded on Kodak 101-05 photo-
graphic plates. The relative intensity calibration showed
that our spectra fell in the linear range [27].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Space-resolved so8t-x-ray spectroscopy

pm, this spectrograph has a spectral resolution of better
than 50 mA. in the wavelength region of interest.

We began the spatially resolved experiments with the
spectrograph viewing the target surface. The 10-ps KrF
laser was fired with a repetition rate of 0.2 Hz. The
spectra corresponding to each spatial location were time
integrated over an accumulation of 1500 shots with an
energy of approximately 100 mJ per shot. The soft-x-ray
spectra, with high spectral and spatial resolutions, from
the plasmas on the target surface (a) and at different
distances (b)—(d) from the target are shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2(a), the Lyman-n (ls-2p) line of hydrogenlike
carbon exhibits opacity broadening and asymmetrical re-
versal caused by self-absorption in the radially expand-
ing plasma. The Lyman-P (ls-Sp) and Lyman-p (1s-4p)
lines show significant broadening caused by the Stark ef-
fect. Figure 2(b) shows the spectrum of a similar plasma
about 40 pm from the target surface. The Lyman lines
are significantly narrower than those in Fig. 2(a). The
expansion of the plasma results in a rapid decrease in
the electron density and temperature at some distance
&om the target surface. The observed changes &om (a)
to (b) suggest that the initial spot size of the plasma pro-
duced by our 10-ps KrF laser pulse was much less than
40 pm because the linewidths and intensities of the Ly-
man lines drop significantly and heliumlike carbon lines
become evident. Figure 2(c) shows the plasma spectrum
80 pm &om the target surface and Fig. 2(d) shows the
spectrum of similar plasmas 120 pm &om the target sur-
face. Any line broadening caused by the Stark efFect
is below the instrumental resolution at the larger sepa-
rations. Therefore, we will limit our discussion to the
hydrogenlike carbon Lyman lines from plasmas near the
target surface, as those in Fig. 2(a).

As described in the preceding section, a McPherson
2.2-m grazing-incidence spectrograph was used for im-
proved spectral and spatial resolution. A mask with an
adjustable slot width of 2 mm was installed perpendicu-
larly to the entrance slit and advanced to difFerent posi-
tions to obtain multiple spectra on a single Kodak 101-05
photographic plate. With an entrance slit width of 10

B. C VI Lyman-line pro61es

Star Ie-br oadening calculations

For a nonhomogeneous plasma, both the Inglis-Teller
limit [28] and the measurement of linewidths caused by
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FIG. 2. Space-resolved time-integrated
soft-x-ray spectra of highly ionized carbon
plasmas (a) on the target, (b) 40 ym from
the target, (c) 80 pm from the target, and
(d) 120 pm from the target.
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Stark efkct give only qualitative, averaged values for the
electron density. In addition, most of the previous Stark-
profile calculations did not include the dynamical correc-
tion to broadening by ions and the tabulated fractional
widths of Stark profiles are too sparse for the quantitative
evaluation of the plasma conditions, such as the electron
densities, and their spatial extension. Some recent stud-
ies suggest [29], for a highly ionized plasma with high
electron temperature and density, that dynamical cor-
rections are needed to perform reliable comparisons with
experiments, especially for Lyman-o. lines.

The computation of the spectral shape of ionic lines
emitted &om plasmas requires a complicated coxnbina-
tion of the electron collision operator matrix elements
for the various Stark components, the Stark efFect due to
the ion microfield at the radiator, and the Buctuations of
this microfield. The calculational method [29—32] used
to obtain the shape of the lines was based on the usual
separation of the effects on the radiating ion of (a) the
fast electron collisions or impacts and (b) the quasistatic
electric fields &om slowly moving ions. This second ap-
proxixnation considers the perturbing ion microfield at
the radiating ion, which splits the line into a number
of Stark components, or "radiative channels, " undergo-
ing spontaneous emission. Electron collisions result in
the homogeneous broadening of each Stark coxnponent
of the radiative transition and some interference between
the components [29]. lf the ion microfield does not change
during the time of interest for the radiation process, the
perturbing ious can be considered to be static during the
radiation process and an average over the microfield per-
turbations at the radiator is performed to obtain the in-
homogeneous broadening contribution to the line shape.
Otherwise, if the ion microfield is Quctuating, the radia-
tion would be transferred &om channel to channel within
each line during this transition period and the profile
would become a complex mixture of the radiative com-
ponents of the static calculation. The ion dynamics was
simulated in the code by the dynamical mixing of ra-

diative components obtained &om the static calculation
for each line transition separately. The idea behind this
model is the assumption that the component mixing is
the result of sudden microfield Quctuations at the radia-
tor.

2. Plasma poJarisation shift

Nguyen et aL [33] have developed a model of a
confined ion in a self-consistent field and performed
a quantum-mechanical impact calculation to obtain
electron-produced linewidths and shifts. In their calcu-
lation, the monopole, dipole, quadrupole, and octopole
interactions have been taken into account. The numer-
ical analysis shows that the monopole interaction plays
a leading part in the redshift of the Lyman lines. The
higher orders of the multipolar expansion occur only in
the higher members of the spectral series (n ) 3), slightly
reducing the monopole interaction redshifts. The spec-
tral line shift in eV can be given in the form

h&u(nl -+ ls) = — '2 D(n, I,, T) [eV]
10 22[%, (cm s)]

Z+

where the minus sign means a decrease in emitted photon
energy, or a redshift. The factor D(n, l, T) is tabulated
[33]. For example, the Lyman-p line emission from a
plasma with an electron density of 10 cm and an
electron temperature of 200 eV would have a plasma shift
of —1.78 eV. This is mostly due to the excess negative
charge in the vicinity of highly charged emitting ions,
hence the name polarization shift [30].

Goldsmith et al [34] studied. the plasma shifts of
CvI, NvII, and OVIII resonance lines with the Omega
laser system at the University of Rochester Laboratory
for Laser Energetics and obtained upper limits for the
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shifts. The plasmas produced by our laser pulses, with
higher electron density, a small spatial extension, and
relatively low charge Z~, are prime candidates for com-
parison with theoretical calculations [33]. The Lyman-P
and -p lines have smaller absorption oscillator strengths,
larger widths (compared with the Lyman-n line), and
much larger shifts. This makes the comparison of mea-
sured and predicted shifts much easier, and one can ne-
glect their opacity broadening. We also note that the
quadrupole corrections to the quasistatic broadening by
ions are small compared with the electron-produced shifts
[35] and that any dielectronic satellites may be estimated
to have relative intensities of less than or about O. 1%% of
the parent lines [36].

8. Multilayer naodel

Diameters (p,m)
66
60
48
30
10

Electron Densities (10 cm )
20 -3

1 3 10 30 100 30 10 3 1

Line broadening due to Stark effect is very sensitive
to the electron density. In order to analyze the soft-x-
ray spectra emitted from an inhomogeneous plasma, a
model accounting for the spatial distribution of the elec-
tron density is needed [37]. A five-layer, cylindrically
symmetrical model was introduced for the plasmas pro-
duced by our laser pulses. In this model, electron densi-
ties were constrained to 10 cm for the central layer
and 3 x 102, 102', 3 x 102, and 10 cm, respec-
tively, for the other four layers. The model permitted
that the effective electron temperatures and radii of the
shells are independently determined consistent with the
constraint. We employ the assumption of LTE for the
model and show in Sec. IIIC that for the critical cen-
tral regions, LTE is valid. The sizes of the two central
layers with high electron densities were determined &om
soft-x-ray pinhole camera measurements, using an ap-
proximately 25-pm-diam aperture. A schematic of the
multilayer model is shown in Fig. 3.

Because of the strong astigmatism of the grazing-
incidence spectrograph, the spectral lines on the lowland
circle correspond to the loci of the horizontal foci. There
is no spatial resolution vertically (along the direction of
the entrance slit) for a grazing-incidence spectrograph.
Instead of using cylindrical symmetry, we therefore con-
verted the model into a nine-layer, one-dimensional (1D)
planar problem, as shown in Fig. 3. The thicknesses of
these 1D layers correspond to the difFerences of the radii
of the neighboring shells and the volume of each layer
or the total number of electrons in each layer is calcu-
lated &om that of the corresponding cylindrical shell.
The choice of parameters will be discussed below.

In order to find the final line shapes of the soft-x-ray
emissions &om this nine-layer model plasma, we first cal-
culate the intensity AI of the electromagnetic radiation
&om each sublayer of thickness Ax, without considering
self-absorption from the sublayer itself, i.e. , [38]

ihu3r
KI(ur, 0, x) = "f „N (x)L(cu, x)&x,

2&C g~

where g /g is the ratio of statistical weights of lower
and upper states of the line, respectively, N (x)Ax is

the total number of ions in the upper energy level per
unit area and at a specific position x for this sublayer,
and &2; = 1 pm here. We also need to calculate the
total optical depth for each sublayer since absorption can
strongly affect the emitted line profile,

(3)

where k'(u, x) is the effective line absorption coefficient
given by [38]

k'(~, x) = 2vr reef „N„(x)
Lu

x 7. —exp — L(~, x). (4)

Here ro is the classical electron radius, f „
is the absorp-

tion oscillator strength, N (x) is the ground-state popu-
lation density for the Lyman series, and L(u, x) is the cal-
culated Stark-Doppler line profile. The (1—exp[ —

&&~ ) ]j
factor corrects for induced emission, which is found to be
unimportant for our conditions.

The optical depth measured &om a point b near the
observer toward the center of the plasma is just the sum
of all the corresponding 1-pm sublayers

Since there is no intensity entering the opposite boundary
(x = a) of the plasma, i.e., I(w, 0, a) = 0, the final power
of the emission P(~, 0, b) = 0 from this nonhomogeneous
multilayer plasma is

505085 125 150 125 85 5050
Electron Temperatures (eV)

FIG. 3. Geometry of the multilayer model. In computer
simulations, the outer layers in the planar model are actu-
ally enlarged to have the same volume as the corresponding
cylindrical shells.
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P(u, 0, b) = ) EI(tu, 6, x)A(x) exp[—v(u, x)]. (6)

Namerical simulations
and comparison rsith observed line profiles

The LTE conditions assumed for the individual plasma
layers in this section will be validated in Sec. III C. The
simulation starts with the calculation of the partition
functions. Prom the given electron density and tempera-

TABLE I. Calculated plasma polarization shifts (in eV) for
the C VI Lyman lines at kT = 150 eV.

Lyman series

Lp
L~

1p20

0.001
0.006
0.018

Electron density
x1p20 1p
0.004 0.013
0.019 0.06
0.055 0.18

(cm ')
X1P
0.04
0.19
0.55

1p22

0.13
0.60
1.80

Here A(x) is the area of the sublayer converted from the
cylindrical symmetry and A(x)KI(~, e, x) is the total
power of the soft-x-ray emission &om this one sublayer
at a speci6c position x, without introducing the self-
absorption from this sublayer itself. However, P(u1, 0, b)
is not the final profile we would observe because the spec-
trograph has a 6nite spectral resolution. In order to make
a comparison with the experimental result, we convolved
the 6nal theoretical pro61e with the instrumental func-
tion, assumed to have a Gaussian pro61e.

The computation of the spectral line shapes that we
discussed in Sec. IIIB 1 did not include the plasma po-
larization shift. Table I lists the calculated plasma en-
ergy shifts (in eV) for the five electron densities at the
electron temperature of 150 eV by referring to the ta-
ble of the line-shift factor D(n, l, T) in Ref. [33]. For
a plasma with a lower electron temperature we expect
larger plasma shifts. These shifts were introduced to the
calculated line pro6le by shifting the entire pro6le in a
given sublayer to the low-photon-energy direction.

A blueshifted narrow absorption dip in the Lyman-
o. line was observed to be much narrower than the full
width at half xnaximum (FWHM) of the line. It therefore
corresponds to the lower electron density and tempera-
ture outer plasmas with abundant ground-state popu-
lation densities. The radially expanding plasma cools
and becomes less dense as it moves &om the region of
the focal spot; this indicates that the outer layer ab-
sorption will be blueshifted. We introduced the expand-
ing plasma shift effect by shifting the calculated Stark
profiles of outer cooler layers, which were moving to-
wards the spectrograph, in the direction of higher photon
energy (blueshift), and outer cooler layers, which were
moving away &om the spectrograph, in the direction of
lower photon energy (redshift). We estimated the relative
velocity of the expanding plasma to be approximately
greater than 1 x 10' cm/s from the spectral profile of the
Lyman-o. line and then converted to photon energy shifts
(approximately 0.1 eV) in our numerical simulation.

ture we calculated the Debye radius pD, the reduction of
the ionization energy AE', and the principal quantum
number n „ofthe last level contributing to the parti-
tion function. The Boltzmann factors, Saha equations,
and electric charge neutrality were used to calculate the
ion population densities in the different ionization stages.

Optical depth, which depends only on the population
densities and the thickness of the layer, was calculated
for each 1-pm segment of the nine individual layers. Fol-
lowing the discussion in Sec. III B3, we calculate optical
depths measured into the plasma &om the observation
point for all photon energies of interest, as in Eq. (5).

For obtaining the intensities of the lines &om this mul-
tilayer plasma, we 6rst calculated the emission for each
1-pm depth and unit area layer segment for the nine indi-
vidual layers without introducing the self-absorption, as
in Eq. (2). This intensity depends on the total number of
ions in the upper energy level, which is equal to the popu-
lation density times the volume segment. The conversion
&om the cylindrical symmetry to one-dimensional sym-
metry resulted in a changing value of the area, depending
on its location. Following the discussion in Sec. IIIB3,
we finally calculated the theoretical line pro6le as in Eq.
(6).

In order to make a comparison with the experimental
results, we convolve the theoretical line profile with the
instrumental function. The computed spectral resolution
of the spectrograph in photon energy (eV) units was then
taken to be the FWHM of the Gaussian pro6le, which was
normalized to maintain a unit area under the line pro6le.
The convolution of the theoretical line profile and the
computer-generated Gaussian profile resulted in the final
line pro6le of the emission &om the plasma, which was
used to make comparisons with the experimental results.

The results of our multilayer model simulation are
shown in Figs. 4(a)—4(c). Both the receding Doppler
shift and the plasma polarization shift are included in
these figures. The numerical programs for the three Ly-
man lines used the same nine-layer parameters for all
lines, as shown in Fig. 3. In the numerical simulation,
the Lyman-o. line is very sensitive to the electron tem-
perature of the individual layers and the Lyxnan-P line is
very sensitive to the electron density of the layers. The
electron temperatures could not be the same; otherwise
there is no dip in the Lyman-o, line. The electron densi-
ties could not all be 102 cm because this would give
a larger FWHM than the actual value.

Understanding the blueshifted absorption dip in the
Lyman-a line required that the outer layers with lower ef-
fective electron densities have low electron temperatures
to provide sufhcient ground-state population densities
for adequate self-absorption. Understanding the missing
central dip in the observed profile of the Lyman-P line
required that the outer layers with low electron densities
should have still sufBciently high temperatures to pro-
vide the excited-state population densities for filling out
the central dip in the calculated line pro6les. Finally, the
broadening of the Lyman-p line caused by the differences
in the plasma polarization shifts between various layers
also required that the plasma should have adequate up-
per level population densities across the layers. Extensive
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0.40

0.30

& 0.20

0.40-

0.30

0.20

(b)

in Fig. 4(c) a final calculated profile not including the
plasma shifts. A consistent solution was made to fit all
three lines and our multilayer model gave the agreement
shown, when allowing for plasma shifts. Considering
also the limited resolution of the spectrograph and the
Doppler line broadening, without the shifts the Lyman-p
line would be narrower by a factor of 2.
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FIG. 4. C vr (a) Lyman-n, (b) Lyman-P, and (c) Lyman-p
line profiles. Dots are the experimental data points, the
dashed line is the theoretical line profile, and the solid line
is the final line profile after convolution with the instrumen-
tal function. The thin-solid line in (c) represents the final
Lyman-p profile not including the plasma shifts.

tests were carried out before a solution was reached and
a combination of the electron temperatures and densities
was Gnally chosen that satisfies all the constraints.

To clarify the additional efFect of the shifts, we show

In our multilayer model we assumed that the plasmas
were in LTE. Due to the high electron density in the cen-
tral two layers this assumption may be valid in steady
state. However, for outside layers with lower electron
densities, the LTE conditions are satisfied only for lev-
els with larger principal quantum numbers than those
studied. Since the plasmas were transient, having a time
scale of approximately 1 ps, the populations may not
reach their steady-state values in this time. In order to
ascertain the appropriateness of steady-state populations
in the excited and ground levels for these transient plas-
mas we could use either calculated collisional-radiative
ionization and recoinbination coefficients [39—41] or solve
the coupled atomic physics rate equations. Since the
collisional-radiative coefficients listed in tables [41] are
too sparse and it is almost impossible to interpolate val-
ues with better than order of magnitude accuracy, we
employ rate equation solutions.

The temporal evolution of the population density of a
level with principal quantum number p is described by
the rate equation [42]

—n(p) = ) C(q, p)n, n(q) — ) I'(p, q)+ ) C(p, q) + S(p) n, + ) A(p, q) n(p)
e&u e&s e&J a&J

+) (F(p, q)n, + A(q, p))n(q) + (n(p)n, + P(p) )n,n„
(7)

where C(p, q) and I'(q, p) are the excitation rate coeffi-
cient by electron collisions &om level p to q and its inverse
deexcitation rate coefficient, respectively, A(p, q) is the
spontaneous transition probability &om p to q, S(p) and
a(p) are the ionization rate coefficient and the three-body
recombination rate coefBcient for level p, respectively,
P(p) is the radiative recombination rate coefficient, n
is the particle density of the fully stripped ion, and n is
the electron density. The quasi-steady-state solution of
Eq. (7) is derived by setting the left-hand side to zero
and solving the coupled linear equations consistent with
quasineutrality at the assumed electron density.

For the instantaneous population densities of the ex-
cited and ground levels of the plasma, we have to solve
coupled ordinary difFerential equations, such as Eq. (7),
using approximate expressions for the rate coefricients
[42,43]. However, we still need initial values for the pop-
ulation densities.

There are two major processes contributing to the ion-

I

ization of atoms and ions, namely, optical-Geld ionization
and electron-collisional ionization. For our discussion, we
need to Gnd out how long it would take to fully ionize the
carbon atoxns. First, we consider the optical-Geld ioniza-
tion process due to the high field from the focused laser
beam. The optical field strength E is related to the laser
intensity I by

8'p C
= [27.4v I (V/cm)],

where I is the laser intensity in W/cm, so is the electric
permitivity, and c is the speed of light. The peak power
density on the focal spot of our 10-ps KrF laser pulse
is approximately 10 W/cm2, corresponding to electric
fields of 8.7 x 10s V/cm, approaching the atomic field
strength of 5.1 x 10s V/cm in the ground state of hy-
drogen. These very strong fields from the focused laser
beam imply that this optical-Geld ionization process is
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very important for the initial ionization of atoms.
The ionization processes for strong fields can be treated

as follows. As the laser intensity rises to its maximum
value and ionization proceeds stepwise, the remaining
bound electrons located in the center of the focal spot
have high natural &equencies compared with that of the
driving laser. Therefore, the high-field ionization rates
depend very weakly on &equency and can be computed
by using dc tunneling rates. The level of ionization
reached during the laser pulse can be estimated using
a simple Coulomb-barrier model. This Coulomb-barrier
model leads to a threshold intensity [44)

4
22 x 10"

(W/cm )

where Z is the charge state after the optical-field ioniza-
tion and U, is the ionization potential of the charge state
Z —1. Iqg was obtained by requiring an ionization rate
of 10 s . Using the peak power density of our laser
beam, we find that charge states 2 (Ui ——24.4 eV) or
even 3 (U2 ——47.9 eV) can be reached through high-field
ionization in a few picoseconds.

For a solid graphite target, the number density of car-
bon atoms is approximately 102 cm . After each atom
gives up one electron through the optical-field ionization,
the electron density of the initial plasma could reach ap-
proximately 10 cm, more than the critical density
of 1.6 x 10 2 cm . The contribution &om electron col-
lisional ionization then becomes very important. Our
numerical simulation of Eq. (7) suggests that the ion-
ization processes reaches a steady state before the end
of the laser pulse, i.e., approximately less than 10 ps,
corresponding to fully stripped carbon ions [45].

After the laser pulse turns off, the plasma enters its re-
combination phase. The three important cooling mech-
anisms are plasma expansion, thermal conduction, and
radiation. We neglect the thermal conduction cooling
based on the work by Milchberg et aL [46] at even higher
electron density. The radiative cooling also can be ne-
glected [45]. We treated expansion cooling as an adia-
batic expansion. For a plasma with a velocity of 2 x 10
cm/s [45], the lifetime of this plasma is approximately 30
ps, i.e., longer than the laser pulse duration.

Dynamical evolutions of the electron density, bare ion
density and the excited and ground levels of the H-like
ions were therefore also calculated for a recombining
plasma [47]. The initial electron density was approxi-
mately 10 cm, the temperature approximately 150
eV, and we assumed that all the ions were bare carbon
nuclei. It took approximately less than 1 ps for the ex-
cited states of CVI to reach steady state and approxi-
mately less than 4 ps for the ground state to reach steady
state. Importantly, the excited-state steady-state pop-
ulation densities are within 2% of the LTE population
densities. The ground-state is overpopulated compared
with the LTE value by about 34%, partly because we
did not include self-absorption processes in the atomic
rate equations. The inclusion of self-absorption would
have the eÃect of reducing the radiative decay rate, thus
maintaining more ions in the excited states and more

ions as bare nuclei. Therefore the LTE conditions are
good assumptions for the central layers with high elec-
tron densities. For the outer layers deviations &om LTE
populations are much larger and their temperatures will
be only effective values that will provide ground-state
populations similar to actual densities, as necessary for
the correct simulation of the spectrum.

The plasma produced by our 10-ps KrF laser pulse is
transient. After the laser pulse ceases, the plasma enters
the recombining phase while it is expanding. As already
discussed, the most important cooling mechnism is adi-
abatic expansion. We introduced the temporal variation
of the electron temperature, as shown in Fig. 5, by as-
suming an ideal gas for electrons expanding with a mean
velocity of 2 x 10' cm/s. The variation of the electron
density was taken into account after each step of expan-
sion, as well as that of the bare ion density. The total
number of H-like ions was derived &om the neutrality
condition. The excited-state population densities were
calculated to decrease by about one order of magnitude
in 60 ps. The Lyman-line radiation effectively ends ear-
lier, with an estimated 1/e decay time of about 40 ps.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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FIG. 5. Time-dependent population densities of a recom-
bining plasma with adiabatic expansion and initial T = 150
eV and N, 10 cm . Log denotes log~o.

For spectroscopic diagnostics of the 10-ps KrF laser-
produced plasmas, we employed a 2.2-m grazing-
incidence spectrograph that has a spectral resolution of
approximately less than 50 mA. and a spatial resolution
of approximately less than 30 pm. The highly spectrally
and spatially resolved soft-x-ray spectra indicated that
there were Inostly H-like carbon emissions near the tar-
get surface, with significantly broadened Lyman lines. As
the plasma expanded, these lines became narrower and
weaker and the He-like carbon emissions became more
prominent. This suggested that the plasma began with
mostly bare and H-like ions. As the plasma expanded,
the recombination takes place into the highly lying states
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followed by cascading into lower bound states. The opac-
ity broadexiing and blueshifted absorption dip of the H-
like carbon Lyman-o. line indicated that even for a 10-ps
laser-produced plasma with a very small spatial extent,
self-absorption (optical thickness) must be considered.

A five-layer, cylindrically symmetric model was intro-
duced for simulating the line profiles and shifts in the
inhomogeneous-transient plasmas. In our model, the
electron d.ensities were chosen to be 102 cm for the
central core and 3 x 10, 10, 3 x 10, and 10 cm
respectively, for each of four outer layers. The electron
temperatures used for numerical simulation are 150 eV
for the central core and 125, 85, 50, and 50 eV, respec-
tively, for the four outer layers. LTE conditions were as-
sumed to hold for these five layers independently, which
are not rigorously valid for the outer layers with lower
electron densities, but provide the essential ground. -state
population important for these outer layers. The electron
temperatures and densities and the radii of the shells are
independently changeable. Calculated Stark-broadened
line profiles with the dynamical correction of broadening
by ions were used in our numerical simulation. The two
central high-electron-density and temperature layers con-
tributed most to the broadened line emission. The other
three lower-electron-density and temperature layers pro-
duced the self-absorption dip with a narrow linewidth
observed in the C VI Lyman-o. line profile. The radius
of the layer with an electron density of 3 x 10 cm
was chosen to be 30 pm and the radius of the central
layer was determined &om a similar fitting of the C VI
Lyman-P line profile, which is very sensitive to the elec-
tron density.

The opacity broadening of the C VI Lyman-o, line was
found to be very sensitive to the electron temperatures
of the two central layers. The maximum optical depth
at the peak of the C VI Lyman-o. line was approximately
greater than 24 in our numerical simulation. Inclusion
of the plasma polarization shift, caused by screening by
plasma electrons of the net nuclear (or "core") charge
acting on the radiating electron, was required to improve
the line profile fittings to the experimental data points,
especially for the C VI Lyman-p line. Omission of this
efFect and use of this line for density diagnostics under
similar conditions could lead to overestimates of density
by a factor of approximately 2. However, the correspond-

ing bound energy level shifts are only approximately 1%
of kT, i.e., not important for the thermodynamic plasma
properties.

Time-dependent atomic rate equations were solved nu-
merically to check the validity of LTE in our xnultilayer
model. Optical-field ionization was found to be a very
important process in the initial ionization stages for our
power density of 10is W/cm, by which doubly or even
triply ionized stages can be reached in a few picosec-
onds. At one-half the critical density and T, = 200 eV,
it takes less than 2 ps to collisionally ionize H-like car-
bons to bare ions, which is consistent with our assump-
tion that the recombixiing plasma consisted initially of all
bare ions and electrons. Numerical simulations for the re-
combining plasmas showed that LTE was an appropriate
assuxnption for the central layers with high electron den-
sities in the muiltilayer model, which contribute most to
the line emission. We determined that the most impor-
tant cooling mechanism is adiabatic-expansion cooling,
which gives a 1/e decay time of 40 ps to the Lyman-a
line intensity. This time dependence was derived by us-
ing the temporal variations of the electron temperature
and density in the atomic rate equation solution. This is
longer than a recently measured decay time of approxi-
mately 15 ps for the Lyman-P line [48] &om a 0.7-ps, (4 x
10is)-W/cm2 KrF laser-produced plasma with negligible
prepulse, but quite consistent with the longer decay time
observed [48] in case a low-intensity, longer-pulse laser is
used to generate a preplasma. Finally, although the op-
tical field strength according to Eq. (8) is similar to the
plasma microfield [30], no effects of these oscillating fields
on the C VI Lyman line were observed, presumably be-
cause most of their emission occurs after the laser pulse.
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